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PURPOSE OF POLICY

1. This statement sets out the purpose of the College.

POLICY

St John’s College: statement of purpose

2. To maintain and enhance the College's reputation for academic achievement by its undergraduates, graduate students and senior members.

3. To admit men and women to read for undergraduate degrees, using no criteria other than being applicants of the highest academic potential. In the light of current changes in the UK as regards fees and maintenance, to support financially disadvantaged students in their undergraduate studies.

4. To admit to the College the most able and promising graduate students that the University has selected; to provide them with appropriate guidance and supervision and funding where possible; to provide an intellectually stimulating research community to foster the interactions graduates have with Fellows and senior academics within and outside St John’s.

5. To maintain and add to the community of senior Fellows, especially teaching Fellows, in as wide a range of academic disciplines as feasible, and to ensure that undergraduate and graduate students are taught, in tutorials and supervisions, by established tutors and researchers of the highest calibre; to broaden further the College’s research activity by providing appropriate support to all categories of Fellows; to encourage cross-disciplinary and international exchange.

6. To engage with alumni through social and academic events; to encourage alumni to support the College's social and educational objectives through renewed philanthropy and active interest in the College’s achievements and future goals.

7. To provide the wherewithal, for present and future teaching and research needs; to maintain the fabric of the College, mindful of the great historical significance of the site, and to add to it when new educational objectives and opportunities present themselves; to enable St John's to play a full and proper part in the collegiate University’s overall academic strategy.

8. Governing Body to ensure that it is understood by the College community as a whole, that principles of free expression, academic freedom, autonomy, confidentiality, privacy, and equality of rights, according to law, provide the overarching context within which the Prevent duty is to be considered; and that our Prevent duty strategy should be implemented in a manner that is proportionate and positively secures and protects those rights.